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Introduction
Shear bands in plastic solids arise as a typical deformation
ode due to a strain localization phenomenon, during the inelastic

eformation processes, when the material becomes unstable. Nu-
erical modeling of shear bands using discontinuous velocity
elds was previously proposed by several authors �see, for ex-
mple, Armero et al. �1�, Regueiro et al. �2�, and Samaniego et al.
3��.

In a number of problems, a large stable process of irreversible
sochoric plastic deformation precedes the inception of a strain
ocalized mode. In these cases, and from a computational point of
iew, it should be considered the deficient response provided by
tandard finite elements when kinematics incompressibility con-
traints are present. This particular aspect of the numerical ap-
roach is a classical, and extensively studied, issue in computa-
ional mechanics �see Zienkiewicz et al. �4�, Hughes �5��.

In this paper we present a stabilized mixed finite element for-
ulation, which has been recently developed for J2 plasticity

6,7�. The kinematics is enriched with the addition of an embed-
ed strong discontinuity mode with elemental support, like that
roposed in Oliver �8,9�, for capturing the characteristic shear
and type deformation mechanisms. The idea of using a well be-
aved finite element for plasticity in conjunction with an embed-
ed strong discontinuity kinematics is not new in shear band mod-
lling. Armero et al. �1� have used a triangular MINI element and
egueiro et al. �2� the classical quadrilateral BBAR element, both
f them enriched with an embedded strong discontinuity. Never-
heless, the authors understand that the problem remains open
ince, in their opinion, the linear triangle has a number of advan-
ages which make it particularly suitable to be enriched with em-
edded discontinuities. The stabilized element here presented is a
inear triangle.

The Continuum-Strong Discontinuity Approach �10� adopted in
his work, determines the shear strain rate-traction rate separation
aw of the shear band. A characteristic of this procedure is that the
esulting discrete law governing the shear band evolution, i.e., the
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cohesive force acting across the shear band surface, is a projection
onto the discontinuity surface of the bulk material constitutive
model. In this work, the nonlocalized �bulk� material behavior
follows a rate-independent J2 elastoplastic law with strain soften-
ing response.

Alternative models for simulating shear bands have been nu-
merous in the past. Recently, Cervera et al. �11� have presented a
model that uses the same stabilized mixed finite element shown
here, but without introducing the embedded strong discontinuity
mode into the finite element. However, the authors think that the
additional features provided by the CSDA deserve to be studied
too.

The paper proceeds as follows: In Sec. 2, we present the en-
riched kinematics with the strong discontinuity mode and the dis-
crete constitutive model governing the shear band evolution. Sec-
tion 3 presents the finite element formulation with the stabilization
procedure and Sec. 4 its numerical implementation. In the present
work, we are interested in the analysis of the numerical stabiliza-
tion effect, its influence on the shear-band capturing and the sub-
sequent post-critical response, particularly when embedded strong
discontinuities are used. This analysis is presented in Sec. 5 by
means of two numerical applications. In the first case, a slope
instability problem, we compare the numerical response obtained
by different finite element implementations, including standard
and stabilized mixed linear triangles with and without embedded
strong discontinuities, quadrilaterals, etc. Also, we analyze the
convergence rate of the solution with the finite element mesh size.
In the second example, the near incompressibility constraint is
imposed already at the beginning of elastic regime. In this context,
again we study the ability of the model to capture the shear band
and the obtained peak load is compared with an analytical solution
taken from the literature. Finally, the conclusions are presented.

2 Problem Settings

2.1 Strong Discontinuity Kinematics. Let � be a body
which experiences a shear band failure mode. The material sur-
face S, with normal n intersecting the body �, represents the zone
with localized strain rate, as it is shown in Fig. 1. The appropriate
kinematics describing this phenomenon should account for a dis-
continuous velocity field across S, such as the following one:

u̇�x,t� = u̇̄�x,t� + HS�x��̇�x,t� �1�

where u̇̄�x , t� represents a continuum field, HS�x� is the Heavi-
+
side’s step function shifted to S �HS�x�=1∀x�� and HS�x�
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0∀x��−�, that, multiplied by the velocity jump vector �̇, in-
roduces the discontinuity term into the velocity field.

The infinitesimal strain rate being compatible with this velocity
eld, is a generalized function in �:

�̇�x,t� = ��u̇�sym = �̇̄ + �S��̇ � n�sym �2�

omposed of a regular term �̇̄= ��u̇̄�sym+HS���̇�sym and a singu-
ar one, given by the Dirac’s delta function ��S� shifted to S.

The boundary value problem �BVP� of a quasi-static elastoplas-
ic body showing a strong discontinuity kinematics, such as a
hear band, is described �in rate form� by the following equations:

� · �̇ + �ḃ = 0 ∀ x � �/S �3�

u̇ = u̇* ∀ x � �u �4�

�̇ · � = ṫ* ∀ x � �� �5�

here the Cauchy’s equation �3�, relating the stress rate �̇ with

he rate of volumetric forces �ḃ, and ignoring the inertial effects,
s defined in the regular part of the body �� /S�, i.e., the points in

excluding those in S and where no strain rate localization ef-
ects are observed. The boundary condition in velocities u̇* and
ate of tractions ṫ* are imposed on �u and �� � Eqs. �4� and �5��,
espectively. Furthermore, the equilibrium condition across the
iscontinuity surface S requires that:

ṫ+ = �̇+ · n = �̇− · n = ṫ− ∀ x � S �6�

here ṫ+ �ṫ−� is the traction vector applied to the body part �+ �or
−� on the boundary S. If cohesive tractions �tS� are considered in

he shear band interface, the equilibrium condition in rates also
equires:

ṫS = �̇S · n = �̇+ · n = ṫ+ ∀ x � S �7�

here, and consistently with the Continuum-Strong Discontinuity
pproach, a fundamental hypothesis has been adopted: A stress

tate �S exists into the discontinuity zone S �where singular strain
ates are present�, which is defined by a regularized version of the
onstitutive model that describes the regular part of the body
/S, see �8,12,13�.

2.2 Continuum Constitutive Model and Discrete Cohesive
aw. We assume for the � /S domain a rate-independent J2 elas-

oplastic material model with strain softening described by the
quations:

�̇ = C:��̇ − �̇p�; C = ��1 � 1� + 2�I �8�

˙ p

Fig. 1 Strong discontinuity problem
� = ���	 = �M �9�
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̇ = ��q	 = � �10�

q̇ = − H
̇ = − H� �11�

	��,q� = J2��� − ��y − q�; J2��� =�3

2
�S:S� �12�

� � 0; 	  0; �	 = 0 �13�

where C is the fourth order elastic constitutive tensor depending
on the Lamé’s parameters �� and ��, with 1 and I being the sec-
ond and fourth order unit tensors, respectively, �̇p is the plastic
strain rate tensor, q and 
 are scalar internal variables and 	 is the
yield function describing the elastic domain depending on the de-
viatoric stress tensor S=�dev �through the second invariant J2�
and the yield strength �y. We denote M the plastic deviatoric
strain rate direction �being tr�M�=0� and � the plastic multiplier.
From Eqs. �10�–�12�, 
 is identified as the total equivalent plastic
strain. Special attention should be paid, in the present setting, to
the softening modulus H�H�0�, which plays a main role in the
localization condition.

In the Continuum-Strong Discontinuity Approach, followed in
the present work, it is assumed that the stress �S is determined by
a regularized version of the model given by Eqs. �8�–�13�. This
stress state, which due to equilibrium conditions must be a
bounded tensor, defines the cohesive behavior of the interface S.

Following Simo et al. �12� and Oliver �10�, and considering the
regularized sequence of functions �S=limh→0��S /h� �where
�S�x�S�=1, �S�x�S�=0�, it can be shown that �variables with
subindex �·�S are referred to their evaluation at the domain S�:

�̇S = C:��̇S − �̇S
p� = C:��̇̄S + �S�n � �̇�sym − �̇S

p� �14�

is a bounded term whenever:

�S�n � �̇�sym − �̇S
p = 0 �15�

Condition �15� can be verified by introducing a singular mea-
sures for the plastic multiplier � and the inverse of the softening
modulus H:

�S = �S�̄; HS
−1 = �SH̄−1; H̄ =

�y
2

2Gf
�16�

where H̄ is an intrinsic softening modulus, determined by the
material fracture energy Gf. Therefore, from Eqs. �11� and �16�, q̇
becomes a regular term, even when �̇S is singular:

q̇S = − �̄H̄ �17�

and replacing Eq. �9� into Eq. �14�, yields:

�̄MS = �n � �̇�sym �18�

which has been termed the “strong discontinuity equation” �10�.
Recalling that:

MS =�3

2

SS

�SS�
�19�

and given the particular structure of tensor �n � �̇�sym, Eq. �18�
imposes the strong discontinuity condition on �S, which estab-
lishes that �S is only characterized by the traction vector tS, see
Fig. 2. Additional details on this aspect can be found in �10�.

This result allows us to rewrite the constitutive model only as a

function of the traction vector and velocity jumps �tS versus �̇�.
Let the traction vectors tS and tS

dev be identified by the components
tS= ���nn�S , �Sn��S , �Sn��S��R3, where the identity between the
shear components of � and S are used, tS

dev= �0, �t��S , �t��S�, see

Fig. 2, and let the vector of plastic strain rate direction mS be

Transactions of the ASME
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iven by mS=�3tS
dev/ ��tS

dev���R3. Then, the yield function and
he consistency equation, in a loading process, can be written as
ollows:

	S = �3tS
dev · tS

dev − ��y − qS�; 	̇S = mS · ṫS
dev − �̄H̄ = 0 �20�

We remark that tS
dev is normally termed the Schmidt resolved

hear stresses for the slip plane S, see �14�.
In a loading state ��̄�0�, Eqs. �18� and �20b� determine the

elocity jump �̇:

�̇ = 	mS · ṫS
dev

H̄

Qe

−1 · �n · C:MS�; Qe = n · C · n �21�

Equation �21� is consistent with a classical constitutive assump-
ion on the slip phenomenon in single-crystal plasticity: The shear

ate ��̇= ��̇��, in a slip system, depends on the stresses only
hrough the Schimdt resolved shear stress �tS

dev�. Implicit in Eq.

21� is the fact that the velocity jump �̇ is compatible with a slip

ine mode ��̇ ·n=0� and that:

�Qep��H=0� · �̇ = 0; �Qep��H=0� = n · Cep · n �22�

here Cep is the perfectly plastic constitutive tensor and Qep is the
o-called “localization tensor.”

The degenerated �projected� cohesive model, traction-
eparation law, derived from the continuum model and induced by
strong discontinuity kinematics, is displayed in Eqs. �23�–�26�:

�̇ = �̄Qe
−1 · �n · C:MS� �23�

q̇S = − �̄H̄ �24�

	S  0; �̄ � 0; �̄	S = 0 �25�

	S = �3tS
dev · tS

dev − ��y − qS� �26�

Stabilized Mixed Variational Formulation Using
mbedded Strong Discontinuities

Decomposing the stress rate into its deviatoric Ṡ, and spherical
ṗ1 �ṗ=− 1

3 tr��̇��, parts:

�̇ = − ṗ1 + Ṡ ∀ x � �/S �27�

nd considering from the constitutive model that ṗ=−�� · u̇,
here � is the volumetric modulus, the BVP can be set within a

lassical variational mixed �velocity, pressure� format: find u̇

Fig. 2 Stress tensor structure in S
Vu and p�Q such that:

ournal of Applied Mechanics
L�u̇, ṗ;�,q� =�
�

����sym:�̇ + q	� · u̇ +
ṗ

�

 − � · ḟ�ext��d�

= 0 ∀ � � V�, ∀ q � Q �28�

The admissible functional space for q is Q�L��/S�
2 . We define

the space of admissible functions for velocities Vu by assuming
the existence of nonsmooth terms representing the velocity jumps
developed in the shear band zone. These terms are included via
the embedded strong discontinuity technique. Let the velocity
space Vu be defined by:

Vu = �u̇�x� = u̇̄�x� + MS�x��̇; u̇̄ � V̄u� �29�

MS�x� = HS − ��x� �30�

where MS is the so-called elemental unit jump function �9�,
whose support is a given domain �h that includes S. The ��x�
term can be taken as an arbitrary smooth function such that:

��x��+�=1 and ��x��−�=0. Also �̇�Rdim, with dim standing
for the space dimension, is the velocity jump vector. The virtual
�kinematically admissible� velocities lie on the space:

V� = �� = �̄�x� + MS�x���; ��̄��u
� V̄u

o���̄��u
= 0�� �31�

It should be mentioned that u̇̄ and �̄ are smooth functions

�V̄u�H1�.
Introducing the spaces �29� and �31� into Eq. �28�, the govern-

ing equations can be alternatively written as follows:

�
�/S

�Ṡ − ṗ1�:���̄�symd� = Pu
�ext� ∀ �̄ � V̄u

o �32a�

�
�/S

q	 ṗ

�
+ �� · u̇�
d� = 0 ∀ q � Q �32b�

�
�

�̇:��MS � ���symd� = 0 ∀ �� � Rdim �32c�

where Pu�
�ext� is the virtual power of the body forces and external

loads.
Recalling that �MS= ��Sn−���, then Eq. �32c� imposes a

weak traction continuity condition on the discontinuity surface
and it can be rewritten as:

�
S

�̇S · ndS −�
�/S

�Ṡ − ṗ1� · ��d� =�
�

G̃S�̇d� = 0 �33�

where we have identified the matrix G̃S with the operator �MS
applied to stresses. A widely used variational nonsymmetric �not-
consistent� formulation, redefines the weak traction continuity Eq.
�33� by exchanging �� by n, in the second left hand side term,
and computing the mean values of the traction continuity �15�:

1

lS
�

S
�̇S · ndS −

1

�
�

�/S
�Ṡ − ṗ1� · nd� =�

�

G̃N�̇d� = 0

�34�

where lS is the length of discontinuity S intersecting the finite
element, see Fig. 4. In the numerical examples, we present solu-
tions considering both procedures. We use the term “symmetric
formulation” when Eq. �33� is implemented and “nonsymmetric
formulation” if condition Eq. �34� governs the traction continuity.

3.1 Stabilization. It is well known that mixed formulations
like Eq. �28� suffer from numerical instability issues �4,5�. The

instability problem becomes particularly serious when piecewise

NOVEMBER 2006, Vol. 73 / 997
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inear polynomial functions of continuity C0 are chosen for inter-

olation of both spaces V̄u and Q, because in that case the so-
alled Ladyzhenskya-Babuska-Brezzi condition �or simply LBB�
s not satisfied �16�. A remedy for this unwanted effect has been
he introduction of stabilization terms Sst into the variational prin-
iple Eq. �28�. Particularly, this term is added to the left hand side
f Eq. �32b�.

The stabilization term used in this work has been introduced by
odina �17� in the fluid mechanics context and extended by
ervera et al. �6� to J2-plasticity problems. It has been termed the
rthogonal sub-scale method, PGP, and is defined by:

Sst =�
�/S

� q · ����ṗ − �̇��d� �35�

here �̇��V̄u� is the projection-L��/S�
2 of the discrete pressure

ate gradient ��ṗ� on the regular finite element approximation

pace �V̄u�, see Fig. 3:

�
�/S

���ṗ − �̇� · ��d� = 0; ∀ � � V̄u �36�

This procedure considers the term Sst proportional to a stabili-
ation factor �, depending on the shear modulus � and a charac-
eristic finite element size h �we have adopted h to be the square
oot of the finite element area�:

� = c
h2

2�
�37�

here the scalar coefficient c is a constant parameter �c�O�1��.
Introducing the stabilization term �35� into the variational equa-

ion �28�, and considering that Eq. �36� shall be included as an
dditional restriction, it is possible to rewrite the variational prin-

iple, in �u̇̄ , �̇ , ṗ ,�̇�, as follows:

�
�/S

�Ṡ − ṗ1�:���̄�symd� = Pū
�ext� ∀ �̄ � V̄u

o �38a�

Fig. 3 Projection of the pressure gradient

Fig. 4 Displacement field interpolation: „a… Element d.o.f.’s,
e
emental unit jump function MS„x…
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�
�/S

q	 ṗ

�
+ � · u̇
d� +�

�/S
� q · ����p̈ − �̇��d� = 0 ∀ q � Q

�38b�

�
�/S

��ṗ − �̇� · �d� = 0 ∀ � � V̄u �38c�

�
S

�̇S:�n � ���symdS −�
�/S

�Ṡ − ṗ1�:��� � ���symd�

= 0 ∀ �� � Rdim �38d�

Equations �38a�–�38d� at time t, can be alternatively written in
terms of the total stresses and displacements.

4 Numerical Implementation
Considering ��R2, simplicial finite elements �linear triangles�

with C0 piecewise linear interpolation polynomials for pressure
and regular displacement fields have been chosen for the present
implementation.

4.1 Displacement Field Approximation. The continuous part
of the displacement ū= �ūx , ūy�T is interpolated in the standard
way by using piecewise linear shape functions Nu

e�x� �supra index
�·�e refers to element e�. The elemental unit jump function
MS

e �x�=HS
e �x�− �Nu

e�node+�x� is built by using the linear shape
function �Nu

e�node+ corresponding to that nodes belonging to the
�+ region, see Fig. 4. The support of MS

e is, therefore, one
element:

ue�x,t� = Nu
e�x�û̄e�t� + MS

e �x� + �e�t�; ∀ x � �e �39�

where �.̂ � refers to nodal values.
The strains, in a vectorial format ��e= ��x

e ,�y
e ,�xy

e �T�, can be
written as follows:

�e�x,t� = Beû̄e + Ge�e; ∀ x � �e �40�

where Be= ��Nu
e�sym is the strain-displacement matrix and Ge is

the matrix given by:

Ge = �S�nx 0

0 ny

ny nx
� − ��x�Nu

e�node+ 0

0 �y�Nu
e�node+

�y�Nu
e�node+ �x�Nu

e�node+ � �41�

4.2 Interpolations of the Pressure and L2-Projected Pres-
sure Gradient Fields. The L2-projected pressure gradient field
��e� is interpolated by using identical shape functions to those

	e
„x… function, „c… Heaviside’s step function HS

e
„x…, „d… El-
„b…
Transactions of the ASME
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hosen for the velocity approximation. In the same way, the pres-
ure is also interpolated by means of C0 piecewise linear
unctions:

�e�x,t� = Nu
e�x��̂e�t�; pe�x,t� = Np

e�x�p̂e�t�; ∀ x � �/Se

�e�x� = Nu
e�x��̂e; qe�x� = Np

e�x�q̂e; ∀ x � �/Se �42�

here Np
e are, again, the classical linear shape functions.

4.3 Discrete Equations. Internal Force Evaluation. The
iscrete version of the variational principle Eq. �38� can be for-

ulated as follows: Find û̄, p̂, �̂, and � such that they verify the
ssential boundary condition Eq. �4� and the following system of
quations:

F�int� − F�ext� = 0 �43�

here the internal F�int� and external F�ext� generalized forces are
efined as:

F�int� = �Fū
�int�

Fp
�int�

F�
�int� � = �

A
e=1

nel�
�/Se

BeTSe�n+1�d�� − G0p̂�n+1�

− G0
Tû̄�n+1� −  1

�
Mp + L�p̂�n+1� − Q��n+1�

A
e=1

nel�
�e

G̃eT��ed�� �
�44�

F�ext� = �Fū
�ext�

Fp
�ext�

F�
�ext� � = � Fū

�ext�

− HT�̂�n�

0
� �45�

being the finite element assembling operator, and matrices G0,
p, Mu, L, H, and Q are computed as follows:

G0 = A
e=1

nel�
�/Se

BeTINp
ed�� ; Mp = A

e=1

nel�
�/Se

Np
eTNp

ed��
�46�

Mu = A
e=1

nel�
�/Se

Nu
eT�Nu

ed��;

L = A
e=1

nel�
�/Se

��Np
e�T���Np

e�d�� �47�

H = A
e=1

nel�
�/Se

Nu
eT���Np

e�d�� ; Q = A
e=1

nel�
�/Se

Np
eTITGed��

�48�
Implicitly, Eqs. �43�–�45� introduce the strategy of assuming

he uncoupling of the field �̂. Its value at the end of step n��̂�n��,
hat is determined by using Eq. �38c� with the previously known
ariable p̂�n�:

�̂�n� = Mu
−1H�n�p̂�n� �49�

s used for solving the system Eqs. �43�–�45� at step n+1. This
trategy has been previously utilized by Codina et al. and Chi-
menti et al. �17–19�, allowing for a more efficient computational
reatment of the problem.

Following the same integration procedure presented in Oliver

9�, one additional Gauss point is considered for evaluation of
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strains and stresses at S. Thus, integrals on S in Eq. �44�, are
referred to terms evaluated in those additional Gauss point multi-
plied by an adequate weight.

4.4 Tangent Matrix. The use of the Newton-Raphson scheme
for solving Eqs. �43�–�45� requires the evaluation of the system

jacobian matrix J. Considering that X= �û̄ p̂ ��T is the indepen-
dent variable vector, J can be evaluated as follows:

�50�
where submatrices Kij result:

�51�

�52�

�53�

K�ū = A
e=1

nel�
�/Se

G̃eTCdevBed�e� + A
e=1

nel�
Se

G̃eTCBedSe�
�54�

K�� = A
e=1

nel�
�/Se

G̃eTCdevGed�e� + A
e=1

nel�
Se

G̃eTCGedSe�
�55�

5 Numerical Simulations
The numerical response of the present model is analyzed by

means of two bidimensional problems. Particularly, we are ad-
dressing our study to determine the ability of the numerical model
for capturing the strain localization mode and the structural peak
load. Also, we analyze other fundamental aspects in failure me-
chanics analysis under softening regime, such as the objectivity of
the numerical results with independence of the finite element
mesh size and orientation.

The mathematical verification and consistency of the model is
studied by comparing alternative finite element formulations,
which are denoted using the nomenclature in Table 1. As it can be
seen there, the set of elements that we use for this comparison
belongs either to the generalized displacement finite element for-
mulation �the constant strain triangle STDSD in the Table and the
BBAR quadrilateral element taken from Simo et al. �20�� or to the
mixed �pressure-velocity� formulations including the PGP stabili-
zation scheme. All of them, excepting the first one, are enriched
with an embedded strong discontinuity kinematics with elemental
support. The traction continuity condition is implemented using
both procedures: The symmetric element type given by Eq. �33�

and the nonsymmetric element type given by Eq. �34�.
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In the PGP formulation without embedded strong discontinui-
ies �denoted “smooth velocity kinematics” in the Table 1�, solu-
ions have been obtained by regularization of the softening modu-
us H, redefining it in accordance with:

Hreg = hH̄ �56�

here h is the characteristic size of the element and H̄ the intrinsic
oftening modulus computed as in Eq. �16�.

A comparison of the relative computational cost between
GPSD and BBARSD elements is also reported. For this purpose,

t must be considered that the examples have been run in a PC
quipped with a single Pentium 4 −3.0 GHz, 512 MB Ram—
rocessor.

For all cases, a stability factor “c” near to unity �see Eq. �37��
as adopted to perform the numerical tests.

5.1 2D Slope Stability Problem. When undrained loading
onditions are assumed, the constitutive behavior of saturated co-
esive soils can be approximately modeled by an associative de-
iatoric plastic flow law. In this context, we use a J2 model to
imulate a typical plane strain geotechnical slope stability problem
nd its corresponding shear band failure mode. A similar example
as presented in Regueiro et al. �2� and in Oliver et al. �21� where
BBAR element with embedded strong discontinuities was used.
ue to the lack, at least up to the author’s knowledge, of an

nalytical or exact solution for this problem, the above mentioned
trategies �denoted as BBARSD-N in Table 1�, will be used as a
eference solution to compare quantitative results.

The effects of including, or not, the strong discontinuity mode
re particularly remarked in the present analysis. Also, the nu-
erical stabilization influence on the solution, which is contrasted
ith similar formulations that do not use such strategy, is studied.
The dimensions and boundary conditions of the physical model

re shown in Fig. 5. The test consists of the application of an
ncremental downward prescribed displacements “�u” at the
iddle of a rigid foot �point A in the same figure�. This situation

eads to an instability problem and to the development of a shear
and that propagates through the soil embankment. The material

Table 1 Elem

Nomenclature Element topology Kinematics

PGP Triangle Smooth Vel
STDSD-N Triangle Strong Disc
STDSD-S Triangle Strong Disc
PGPSD-N Triangle Strong Disc
PGPSD-S Triangle Strong Disc
BBARSD-N Quadrilateral Strong Disc
BBARSD-S Quadrilateral Strong Disc

ig. 5 Slope stability problem: Geometry and boundary

ondition
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properties used in the simulation �a J2 plasticity model equipped
with linear softening� are: E=1.0e7�Pa� �Young’s modulus�, �
=0.45 �Poisson’s ratio�, �y =1.0e5�Pa� �yield strength�, H=
−2.0e5�Pa� �softening modulus�, Gf =8e3�N/m� �fracture energy�.

Three meshes of triangular elements have been considered for
numerical purposes: M1, M2, and M3 �see Figs. 6�a�–6�c��, with
characteristic element size h�1�m�, h�0.5�m�, and h
�0.25�m�, respectively. Notice the particular mesh configuration
that has been intentionally generated against to the expected strain
localization path. This situation represents a challenge for the lin-
ear triangle kinematics. A fourth mesh, of quadrilaterals �M4 in
Fig. 6�d��, with element size similar to M3, is used to obtain the
BBARSD-N reference solution.

Figure 7 shows, in gray color, the evolution of those PGPSD-N
elements that are subjected to plastic loading conditions in four
different stages, as the process advances along the time. It is clear
from this figure how the strain localization phenomenon is devel-
oped, inducing the shear band mode.

In Fig. 8 again we show, in gray color, those elements in the
meshes M1, M2, and M3 and using the PGPSD-N approach, that
are post bifurcation regime �were the strong discontinuity is ac-
tive� at the end of the simulated process. We can observe that the
three meshes display a qualitative agreement respect to the shear
band trajectory, with a clear tendency to converge with the mesh
refinement, toward a well defined curve which compares well with
that reported by Regueiro et al. �2��.

Figures 9�a� and 9�b� compare the deformed mesh solutions
obtained using the mixed stabilized formulations either without
embedded strong discontinuity �PGP� or with it �PGPSD-N�. In
the first case, it is observed that the zone of strain localization has
a pronounced trend to follow the mesh direction �mesh bias�. Fur-
thermore, the solution of the PGP procedure presents a more dif-
fuse deformation pattern respect to that shown by the PGPSD-N.
Both effects determine a noticeable difference in the structural
response �see Fig. 9�c��, mainly in the limit load prediction.

Next, we report the structural response in terms of load versus
the vertical displacement �u curves �point A�. Figure 10�a� shows

formulations

Incompressibility treatment Element type

y PGP �mixed� Scheme
None �displacement� Nonsymmetric
None �displacement� Symmetric
PGP �mixed� Scheme Nonsymmetric
PGP �mixed� Scheme Symmetric
BBAR Formulation Nonsymmetric
BBAR Formulation Symmetric
ent

ocit
.
.
.
.
.
.

Fig. 6 Slope stability problem: Finite element discretizations
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hese results, which correspond to the PGPSD-N element and dif-
erent meshes. The M3 solution compares well with those ob-
ained using the BBARSD-N strategy. In Fig. 10�b� we plot the
ame results corresponding to the M3 mesh, but using different
nite element formulations. The two responses obtained with the
TDSD procedure reveals a locking �spurious� effect produced by

he isochoric deformation constraints, overestimating the dissi-
ated energy and peak load.

Fig. 7 Slope stability problem: Evolution of plas

Fig. 8 Slope stability problem. PGPSD-N elem
the analysis: „a… Mesh M1. „b… Mesh M2. „c… M

Fig. 9 Slope stability problem. Deformed confi
PGP Formulation; „b… PGPSD-N Formulation;
curves for both strategies.

Fig. 10 Slope stability problem. Load-displac

„b… Comparison of elements.

ournal of Applied Mechanics
It must be observed that the PGPSD-N scheme shows a good
prediction of the limit load Pu, as compared with the reference
solution, and also in terms of the dissipated energy during the
localization process. To quantify both features, we plot in Fig. 11
the convergence analysis of the PGPSD-N and STDSD-N solu-
tions. Figure 11�a� displays in a logarithmic plot the linear regres-
sion curve of the dissipated energy error ��e�L2� as a function of
the mesh size h. The relative error ��e�L2� of every solution S�Mi�,

loading states using the PGPSD-N element „M3…

ts in post-bifurcation condition at the end of
M3.

ration at point “C” in the equilibrium path: „a…
Comparison of the Load-Displacement „
u…

ent „
u… curves: „a… PGPSD-N Convergence.
en
esh
gu
„c…
em
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here S�Mi� is the load vs. displacement ��u� curve of the mesh Mi

i=1,2 ,3�, is computed in terms of a L2 norm as follow:

�e�L2 =
�S�Mi� − S�REF��L2

�S�REF��L2
=

��
0

�max

�S�Mi� − S�REF��2d�

��
0

�max

�S�REF��2d�

;

i = 1,2,3 �57�

here the integration parameter � corresponds to the vertical dis-
lacement ��u� and �max=max��u� is the same for all cases, while

Table 2 2D slope problem. Relative computational cost.

Mesh Residual forces Stiffness matrix Solver Total time

M1 1.44 1.16 2.10 1.37
M2 1.44 1.12 1.25 1.30
M3 1.48 1.06 1.33 1.31

Fig. 12 2D cracked panel: „a… Geometry and boundary conditi

Fig. 11 Slope stability problem. Relative err
sponse „in terms of L2-norm…. „b… Ultimate loa
elements „hÉ2†mm‡….

002 / Vol. 73, NOVEMBER 2006
S�REF�=S�M3�
BBARSD-N is the reference solution.

Similarly, Fig. 11�b� displays the linear regression curve of the
limit load prediction error as a function of the size mesh h. The
relative error of the peak load solution is determined by means of:

�e�Pu =
�Pu�Mi� − Pu�REF��

�Pu�REF��
; i = 1,2,3 �58�

where Pu�Mi� is the maximum value of the vertical footing reac-

tion displayed by mesh Mi and Pu�REF�= Pu�M3�
BBARSD-N.

From Fig. 11 it is clearly observed a higher accuracy and con-
vergene rate, either in limit load prediction as also in the dissi-
pated energy, of the PGPSD-N model if compared with athe
STDSD-N element.

Finally, the comparative computational cost for PGPSD-N ele-
ment, relative to BBARSD-N formulation, is outlined in Table 2.
Every mesh M1, M2, and M3 of PGPSD-N elements is compared
with an equivalent mesh of quadrilateral BBAR elements having
identical number of nodes and element sizes.

5.2 Center Cracked Panel. A square �10�10�cm2�� cracked
panel subjected to uniaxial vertical displacement is analyzed.

. „b… Mesh M1: 1301 elements „hÉ4†mm‡…. „c… Mesh M2: 5252

vs element size: „a… Load-displacement re-
u.
ons
ors
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lane strain conditions are assumed and, due to symmetry, only a
uarter of the model is considered for the simulation �see Fig.
2�a��. A quasi-incompressible elastic J2 plastic constitutive
odel with linear softening is used, based on the following mate-

ial parameters: E=1.0e7�Pa�, �=0.499, �y =1.0e5�Pa�, H=
2.0e5�Pa�, Gf =4e3�N/m�. Unlike the previous example, an ar-
itrary distribution of elements is now adopted, see the meshes
1 and M2 in Figs. 12�b� and 12�c�.
The analytical peak load solution for a problem with sharp

rack type and considering perfect elastoplasticity, is available
rom Limit Analysis Theory �LAT� �22�.

Figure 13�a� shows the equilibrium curves �vertical displace-
ent versus resultant force P� obtained for both meshes, using the
GPSD-N formulation, and also the PGP without discontinuous
nriching modes. Again, in the first case, an adequate convergence
an be observed with mesh refinement toward the BBARSD-N
olution, and a reasonable accuracy respect to the analytical peak
oad solution. It must be reported that the standard triangle
STDSD-N� fails, dramatically, in simulating this near incom-
ressible test.

In addition, the deformed mesh configuration of the PGPSD-N
odel, see Fig. 13�b�, displays the predicted collapse mechanism.

Conclusions
The main contribution of the present work is the presentation of
new simplicial finite element, called PGPSD, which appears as

n improvement respect to previous models, leading to robust and
ccurate simulations for shear band problems induced by strain
oftening in plastic material models. It has been developed within
he context of the Continuum-Strong Discontinuity Approach. The
roposed formulation is based on a consistent coupling of two
echniques:

�i� The pressure gradient projection stabilization scheme
�PGP�;

�ii� the elemental embedded strong discontinuity kinematics.

From the study reported in the above examples, we can extract
he following conclusions in reference with the PGPSD model in
eneral, and in particular with the PGPSD-N implementation:

• The PGPSD-N element has shown an adequate performance
when the strain localization phenomenon happens in a
dominant quasi incompressible regime;

Fig. 13 2D cracked panel: „a… Load-displacem
tion PGPSD-N „M2….
• The numerical behavior of the PGPSD-N element has been

ournal of Applied Mechanics
proven quantitatively through a classical convergence study
based on a structured mesh refinement from a reference so-
lution taken from different sources ��2,23��;

• The PGPSD element shows an improvement in the conver-
gence rates and diminution in the relative error magnitude in
comparison with the standard �nonstabilized� enriched ele-
ment �STDSD� and also with respect to the nonenriched
PGP strategy. In addition, it compares very well with
BBARSD formulation.

• The computational cost, for the two bidimensional cases
presented in this work, seems to be reasonable �1.3 to 1.4
times greater than that obtained with the BBARSD proce-
dure� considering that both set of d.o.f.’s, � and �, can be
decoupled and statically condensed in the numerical imple-
mentation respectively.

However, we have observed some troubles that must be re-
marked. The linear kinematics of the simplicial elements �tri-
angle�, before the activation of enriched modes, seems to be fairly
stiff, which produces a noticeable effect on the bifurcation condi-
tions, delaying the activation of the shear-band. This effect in-
duces, in certain pathological mesh orientations, a serious kine-
matical locking. This unsolved limitation and the extension to 3D
context, motivate future research works.
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